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it is also necessary and unavoidable. Hence, the most ethical way of doing so must be 
sought. In chapter two they explain that what matters is not health as such, but how it 
contributes to wellbeing or quality of life. They explore how this is measured, with 
concepts such as QALY (quality-adjusted life year) and DALY (disability adjusted life 
year) and conceptual and practical problems associated therewith. An important point 
they raise is on whose opinions these should be based, those of the general public, 
professionals or patients themselves. Or should a deliberative process be used to deter-
mine acceptable values? In the following chapters they stress that what is evaluated for 
healthcare rationing is the cost of different interventions, through a cost effectiveness 
analysis, not of the patients as such. QALY and DALY are hence used to measure the 
quality of the intervention, regardless of characteristics of the patients receiving these 
interventions. They stress this several times throughout the book, for example in chap-
ter four where they discuss the critique that the use of quality of life measurements leads 
to unfair discrimination against people with disabilities, as the latter will have limited 
capacity to benefit. They use it also to address the suggestion that preference should be 
given to the young. Other problems they discuss are the aggregation of health benefits, 
and the fact that in some approaches small benefits for many people will trump great 
benefits to few people, and whether the fact that someone might be responsible for their 
own poor health (e.g. in case of a smoker) should be factored in. In this informative last 
chapter they argue convincingly that responsibility should not indeed be taken into 
account within healthcare systems, but may play a role, for example, in taxes.

As a 101 in healthcare rationing decisions, Bognar and Hirose have written an 
indispensable book. Each chapter has interesting discussion questions and suggestions 
for further reading. Some questions are left untouched, such as those related to the 
status of disease and its relation to public health decisions (e.g. is ADHD a normal dif-
ference that society should accommodate for by educational support or a disease to be 
cured/prevented with medicine or both) or whether the prevention of (future) people 
who may become a strain on the health care system through prenatal screening is a valid 
and ethical aim. The Ethics of Health Care Rationing: Advanced Topics is in any case a book 
I would look forward to, should the authors decide to write it. 

Kristien Hens
KU Leuven

Roger crIsp (ed.). Griffin on Human Rights. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2014. 237 pp.

This is a slim volume of essays on James Griffin’s 2008 book On Human Rights (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2008 – henceforth OHR). In that book, Griffin offers a theory 
of human rights. In a nutshell, he argues that human rights are based on human dignity, 
and he understands human dignity in terms of personhood. Personhood, in turn, is 
explained in terms of normative agency: the ability to form, assess, and revise one’s own 
conception of the good life and to pursue it in one’s life. Human rights are protections 
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of normative agency. And the most important components of normative agency are 
autonomy (being able to choose your path through life), liberty (being free of external 
obstacles from pursuing your conception of the good life), and ‘minimum provision’ 
(having the means to achieve a basic level of welfare). Human rights protect us as nor-
mative agents, and rights to autonomy, liberty, and welfare are the highest-level or most 
abstract human rights.

To complete the personhood account, Griffin adds ‘practicalities’. These are con-
tingent, empirical conditions for human rights, including facts about human motivation 
and cognition, and about the nature of society. Practicalities help make human rights 
determinate, which is one of Griffin’s central concerns. He repeatedly complains that 
the idea of human rights currently suffers from an “[...] intolerable degree of indetermi-
nacy of sense” (143). He sets out to remove that indeterminacy.

In his book, Griffin also distinguishes between two ways of working out a theory 
of human rights. According to what he calls the top-down account, theorists start out 
from general moral theory or a set of principles from which they then derive their 
account of human rights. According to a bottom-up account, theorists begin from par-
ticular substantive moral judgments and construct their account by using them as build-
ing blocks.

Griffin himself takes the bottom-up approach. He builds on judgments that he 
considers commonly shared and relatively stable across cultures and generations. In his 
contribution, David A. Reidy criticizes Griffin by arguing that he ignores that the very 
concept of right involves appeal to social recognition or ‘institutional embodiment’, and 
that rights, and indeed the conception of normative agency that Griffin builds on, are 
inherently social and local. In Griffin’s account, relations between individuals as well as 
individuals and social institutions are secondary matters: they are examined only when 
it comes to the application of human rights, whose scope and content at this stage are 
already determined, rather than being taken into account right from the start.

Reidy also argues that Griffin’s conception of normative agency is insufficient to 
make the content of human rights determinate. Even with the practicalities taken into 
account, it is difficult to see how the theory can determine the scope and content of 
specific human rights in particular social circumstances. This objection is something of 
a common theme in the book: despite his emphasis on making human rights more 
determinate, Griffin ultimately leaves open many important questions. For instance, as 
Reidy also points out, there is no explanation why every normative agent is entitled to 
equal rights when normative agency comes in degrees and develops only gradually.

Another example is that Griffin says insufficiently little about conflicts between 
human rights and other values. According to Griffin’s view, human rights are weighty 
moral claims. However, similarly weighty moral claims can arise from the values of 
justice, or security, or efficiency, and so on. Griffin does not deny this. He also rejects 
views that hold that rights are trumps or absolute side constraints. So it seems that 
human rights compete on equal terms with other moral claims. If so, it would be impor-
tant for Griffin to give an account of the weighing of rights and other moral claims. 
But, as several contributors complain, Griffin does not do this.
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John Tasioulas adds that Griffin has no argument why human rights qualify as moral 
rights and what distinguishes them from other human interests or values. He highlights 
several ways in which Griffin’s account runs into trouble because of its failure to clarify 
the relation between moral rights and human rights. Tasioulas goes on to make the case 
that human rights are universal moral rights without a single basis like personhood. He 
argues for a pluralistic grounding instead.

In his contribution, Allen Buchanan begins by locating Griffin’s theory in the 
context of the current renaissance of philosophical work on human rights. Part of this 
renaissance, he argues, is due to the success of human rights practice – the increasing 
importance of human rights in international law and politics. Another part, he adds 
wryly, is due to a fragmentary discussion by Rawls that has nevertheless been sufficient 
to legitimize the subject among political philosophers (78). Buchanan’s chapter focuses 
on the relation between philosophical theories of human rights and what he calls the 
‘phenomenon of international human rights’: the legal practices and institutions of 
human rights as they exist today. He argues that the existing legal-institutional phenom-
enon of international human rights is grounded substantially enough in the idea of equal 
status that any philosophical theory of human rights must take it into account.

Buchanan then goes on to evaluate the philosophical accounts of human rights 
provided by Griffin and James W. Nickel from this perspective. Against Griffin, he 
argues that his view of human rights as protections of normative agency cannot account 
for the idea of equal status. Widespread discrimination – against women, or racial, eth-
nic, sexual or other minorities – is compatible with their victims having and exercising 
the capacity for normative agency. (This is true even of slaves.) Against Nickel - who 
suggests that human rights are based in each person’s entitlement to the opportunity for 
having a ‘minimally good life’ – Buchanan argues that political institutions and practices 
that deny the equal status of persons can be compatible with respecting this entitlement. 
Nickel’s view, although overall a better fit to existing international human rights than 
Griffin’s, ultimately also falls short of accounting for equal status.

For Buchanan, Griffin’s view of human rights as protections of normative agency 
is too broad. In his essay, Rowan Cruft argues that it is too narrow. He suggests it can 
be broadened by incorporating the idea of respecting normative agency. Human rights 
do not just protect normative agency, they also require respect for people as normative 
agents (125). This is why, Cruft suggests, Griffin can meet Buchanan’s objection: dis-
crimination may be compatible with being a normative agent, but it is not compatible 
with respect for people as normative agents. The problem with this move is that it is 
inflationary: it might turn all matters of moral obligation into matters of human rights, 
threatening to expand the remit of human rights beyond what is reasonable. The bulk 
of Cruft’s essay is taken up with attempting to deal with this problem.

In a short essay, Roger Crisp examines Griffin’s distinction between bottom-up 
and top-down approaches to the theory of human rights. He argues that Griffin’s bot-
tom-up approach is closer than it seems to such top-down approaches as those taken 
by Kant or Mill. He suggests that there are more similarities between these views (espe-
cially Kant’s) and Griffin’s than Griffin realizes.
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Griffin’s account is also challenged by David Miller, who compares it to his own 
needs-based theory of human rights. Miller’s main argument seems to be that the value 
of autonomy (understood as self-determination) is a recent, liberal invention. Thus, no 
matter how important it is in modern conditions, it cannot be the ground for human 
rights – at least not unless one is prepared to deny that other moral traditions are 
capable of supporting human rights and they are compatible with decent and satisfying 
human lives. Since autonomy is central to Giffin’s conception of normative agency, 
Miller argues that there is a good reason to reject what he sees as Griffin’s western-
biased, sectarian theory of human rights, and opt for his own needs-based proposal 
instead.

As Griffin will point out in his “Replies” later in the book, Miller’s argument is 
puzzling. Even if you accept that autonomy is a recent, liberal invention (which Griffin 
denies), it is unclear what this has to do with whether it provides the best justification 
of human rights (and whether it is compatible with other moral traditions). It is equally 
puzzling why any of this should provide an argument for a need-based account of 
human rights.

James W. Nickel provides a thorough analysis of Griffin’s views on human rights 
to basic liberties (e.g. freedom of thought, expression, religion, assembly, and the like). 
An important point that Nickel makes is that in Griffin’s theory the link between liberty 
and normative agency is unclear. If the link is too strong, so that a freedom can only be 
a human right if its denial is incompatible with normative agency, then many paradig-
matic basic liberties will not count as human rights; if the link is too weak, so that any 
freedom can count as a human right even if it only ‘conceivably matters’ to normative 
agency, then too many freedoms will be a matter of human rights, with the sort of 
inflationary consequences that Griffin wants to avoid. In general, Nickel argues, echoing 
some of the other contributors, Griffin’s view lacks a clear method for identifying those 
freedoms that should be protected by human rights and those that should not. The bulk 
of Nickels’ essay is taken up with illustrating this point through examining Griffin’s 
discussions of particular human rights: for instance, his derivation of the right of same-
sex couples to marry and raise children, his denial of freedom of residence as a human 
right, his discussion of security rights (such as the right to self-defence), and the right 
of political participation and to democratic institutions.

The book closes with Griffin’s “Replies” to the nine contributors. As it turns out, 
the replies are rather quick and dismissive. It is especially regrettable that Griffin passes 
up the opportunity to face the objection that his conception of normative agency is 
insufficient to ground even basic human rights (as several contributors point out, even 
slaves are likely to be normative agents in Griffin’s sense). Here and elsewhere, Griffin’s 
response amounts to little more than a complaint of not being read carefully enough.

But it is not all Griffin’s fault that the book is less useful than it could have been. 
The depth of the engagement with Griffin’s view is very uneven. Less than half of the 
chapters provide thorough and serious discussion. Readers will miss little if they focus 
mainly on the contributions by Tasioulas, Reidy, Buchanan, and Nickel. Some editing 
could have helped too. In most chapters, a lot of space is taken up by summarizing the 
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relevant parts of Griffin’s view; in contrast, the summary of On Human Rights in the 
Preface, where it would most naturally fit, is cursory and sparse. As a result, there is a 
lot of repetition throughout the book.

Greg Bognar
Stockholm University

Marion dAnIs, Emily lArgent, David wendler, Sara chAndros hull, Seema 
shAh, Joseph mIllum, Benjamin berKmAn and Christine grAdy. Research 
Ethics Consultation. A Casebook. New York: Oxford University Press, 2012. 
259 pp.

‘What must I do?’ is, according to Kant, one of the questions – alongside ‘what can 
I  know?’ and ‘what can I expect?’– to which philosophy must attempt to provide a 
response. And in the process of responding to this question, philosophy unravels the 
strange method and personal style of ethics, understood as philosophical-moral reflec-
tion. Ethics, therefore, always faces an extremely laborious and challenging task: to 
attempt to shed light on praxis using more or less abstract principles and general crite-
ria; in other words: to guide concrete decisions reasonably in light of the dilemmas and 
perplexities of real life in the different spheres and fields of human activity. In the mat-
ter at hand, this reflection summons us to what the title – somewhat ambiguously, in 
theory – anticipates: research ethics consultation.

The title, Research Ethics, might cause some confusion given that it clearly promises, 
pars pro toto, more of – or perhaps, something other than – what it effectively implies. 
The work focuses its attention on research ethics in bioethics, health ethics and clinical 
ethics. In fact, the field encompasses even more: the most recurrent consultations with 
regard to the moral problems that emerge in these spheres of reality. I will justify this 
claim in the following paragraphs. Nevertheless, this will be the only minor ‘but’ that 
the present reviewer is able to detect in a work that I would not hesitate to rate as in 
every respect exceptional and worthy of reading. 

Reality is multifaceted and submits different ontological fields for research. If we take 
research, for essentially practical purposes, to be a systematic project of intellectual 
stimulation, directed towards the aim of grasping reality, we will have to accept that the 
research process will have to be guided to find its place with respect to the peculiar 
nature and quality of The Real that is sought to be understood. As such – beyond the 
accuracy entailed in formal sciences such as logic and mathematics – research in the 
natural sciences and physics into how to expound the ability to be that lies within reality 
– veiled – is expressed as fixed, like a statue, subject to laws and regularities that can be 
precisely identified and verified. However, things change somewhat when we move from 
physics to biology; and even more so when we enter the realms formerly known as the 
sciences of the spirit and which we nowadays associate with the human and social sci-
ences. In biology, the ability to be – the practical application of theoretical knowledge – 
after that which research seeks to discover – to unveil –, appears regulated instead of fixed. 
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